Link to tutorial page:
(great example program at bottom)
http://compsoc.dur.ac.uk/whitespace/tutorial.html

Repository with Interpreter and Sample Programs:
https://github.com/hostilefork/whitespacers

(just the interpreter - needs to be compiled: ‘a.out/whitespace’
https://github.com/hostilefork/whitespacers/whitespace

To use the whitespace your program – add it to the same repository as whitespace.c
(compiled to include whitespace and a.out) type from the command line:
   ./whitespace <filename.ws>

Alternative Online Interpreter:
http://www.compileonline.com/execute_whitespace_online.php

Assignment:

Goal:
Create a whitespace (.ws) program that prints your birth year in binary.

Notes:
Use the following annotation:
   ‘s’ for a space
   ‘t’ for a tab
   ‘lf’ for a linefeed
For additional comments use /comment_here/ before the annotation
Example:

   /comment_number_one/s s t       lf
   s t   t   /comment_number_two/s t       lf

Any white space INCLUDING those in comments will be interpreted – be clever!

Caution:
Sometimes tabs are replaced with spaces by your text editor - THIS WILL CAUSE MAJOR
PROBLEMS, BE AWARE